Product Parts
1 - 2 T-Shaped Supports
2 - 2 Top Corner Pieces
3 - 2 Vertical and Horizontal Poles
4 - 2 Stand Bases
5 - 2 Allen Head Screws

Display Set-Up (requires 2 or more people)

Step 1
Using wrench packaged with stand. Screw base to bottom corner connectors, making sure screws are tight and will not wobble or shift.

Step 2
Each piece of the frame is labeled with numbered and color-coded stickers at each end. Use the stickers to match up connecting pieces. Align the silver snap buttons on the flanged ends with the small holes on the receiver ends. Pressing the snap buttons down, insert the flanged end into the receiver end, adjusting until the buttons snap into place.

Step 3
Continue snapping pieces in place. Starting from the base to the top cross bar.
Step 4
Lean the frame slightly to slip the fabric over the frame (like a pillowcase) until both sides fit firmly. Return the stand to its upright position and slide the fabric down the frame.